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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2017025692A1] An articulated closure device (10) for a container comprises at least one lower hinge support (50), a cover (16) and a
hinge (18) connecting the lower hinge support (50) to the cover (16), the hinge (18) guiding the cover (16) with respect to the lower hinge support
(50) between a closed position and a completely open position in a movement parallel to a reference plane (P) of the closure device (10). The hinge
(18) is connected to the lower hinge support (50) by a continuous lower film of material (72) and to the cover (16) by a continuous upper film of
material (74). The hinge (18) comprises: a middle element (76) connected to the lower hinge support (50) by a middle portion (72.1) of the lower film
of material (72) and connected to the cover (16) by a middle portion (74.1) of the upper film of material (74), at a distance from the middle portion
(72.1) of the lower film of material (72); two triangular lower lateral elements (78) that are situated on either side of the reference plane (P) and point
towards the reference plane (P), each of the two lower lateral elements (78) having a lower side connected to the lower hinge support (50) by a
lateral portion (74.2) of the lower film of material (74), an upper side connected to the middle element (76) by a lower middle film of material (82),
and a free outer side; and two triangular upper lateral elements (80) that are situated on either side of the reference plane (P) and point towards the
reference plane (P), each of the two upper lateral elements (80) having an upper side connected to the cover (16) by a lateral portion (74.2) of the
upper film of material (74), a lower side connected to the middle element (76) by an upper middle film of material (84), and a free outer side.
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